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15 YEARS
MOWING with an ATTITUDE

 Looking back, we sure didn’t think to 

ourselves ‘this is a good start for becoming 

the biggest zero-turn mower manufacturer 

in America.’ 

 Turns out it was a great place to start.

The name came early when a test driver jumped off and 

exclaimed, ‘That’s a real Bad Boy!’ Because we packed our 

mower with power, strength and speed, ‘Mow with an 

Attitude’ became our mission and marketing slogan.

     We knew we were on to something because 

competitors would freely offer the advice 

that we couldn’t keep ‘over-building them’ like 

that and sell them ‘for that low of a price.’ Of 

course, we just didn’t think there was anything 

wrong with building a mower that outlasted everything 

else out there and our customers sure didn’t seem to mind 

saving a bit of money along the way. 

 Those first couple years, we committed ourselves 

to building 6,000 sq. ft. of office and 20,000 sq. ft. of 

manufacturing space located right in the middle of the 

country, in the Ozark Mountains. 

 What started with 20 employees has grown to more 

than 700. Shown here, it’s still the hub of an operation that 

spans 105 acres and almost a million sq. ft. of facilities. 

We certainly had our setbacks in the earliest years. 

Discovering 

that our 

Our history of making history.
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We built our first mower in 2002, and 

showed it off at the Lawn and Garden Expo in 

Louisville, Kentucky. Winning the Product of the Year 

award and signing up dealers, three years later in 2005, we 

produced our first catalog. Every year since, we’ve told our story, 

introduced our latest mowers and announced new innovations. In this 

catalog, we take a look back at our past—with a clear focus on the future.

early out-sourced powder coat 

paint was applied without UV 

protection, our infamous ‘pink 

ladies’ (or Bad Girls) started 

appearing at our dealer lots. It 

gave us the early opportunity 

to learn two valuable lessons: always do right by our 

customers and do absolutely everything  possible            

in-house to control quality. 

 We’ve always built our mowers “like they used to,” with a 

build standard that’s anything but disposable quality. From 

the very beginning, we’ve been building on the premise that 

a Bad Boy may be the last mower you ever need to own. 

 But it’s been on the strength of our people that we’ve 

grown as far and fast as we have. The very people that built 

our first mower are still here to help make sure that every 

mower that follows is a Bad Boy through and through. We 

continue to prove that good old-fashioned manufacturing 

is alive, well and growing—right in the heart of America. Our 

continuing promise to never, ever stop innovating has been 

at the very heart of our company since the very beginning. 

Our patented Swing-Away® design and EZ-Ride® System sets 

the standard for accessibility, comfort and cut quality. With 

history as our guide, the best is well ahead of us. We pledge 

to keep building a better mower for a better price. After all, 

it’s served our customers—and us—pretty well over the last 

fifteen years.
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What sets us 
apart is every   

    little part
We gauge the durability of our mowers by not just 

years, but decades of use. That’s why we don’t 

add any part, component or feature that can’t 

perform to our highest, long-lasting standard. 

The core of every Bad Boy frame is        

a series of 11-gauge, 2˝ x 2˝  steel 

cut and welded rails. Every 

innovation, every component 

and every feature of a Bad Boy rests 

on the reputation supported by this 

frame. It takes longer to fabricate a 

frame like ours than stamping one, 

but it’s the only way to guarantee 

your Bad Boy won’t just out-mow 

the competition—but outlast it as 

well. Add our industry-leading 

innovations for cut quality and 

comfort, and you’ve got a 

mower that’s set apart from 

the rest.

Our 2009 Catalog showcased our 

huge growth, our expanding product lineup and our 

facilities to match.

An exciting year shaped up for 

us beginning with the search 

for our Bad Boy spokesperson. 

Kelly was the stand-out favorite, 

representing Bad Boy Mowers for 

the next seven years, across the 

country at dealer’s locations and 

in our television advertising.

A HUGE opportunity came our way 

when Willie Nelson suggested a Bad 

Boy/Bad Girl Mower Race in his 

town of Luck, Texas, for a new music 

video he was working on. Willie 

brought in a few of his friends—

Jessica Simpson, Woody Harrelson, 

Ray Price, Luke and Owen Wilson, 

Dan Rather and a host of others to 

participate—and we supplied the 

mowers. Featured everywhere 

from E-News to CMT, it proved to 

be an incredible opportunity to 

associate the Bad Boy Mower brand 

to some of the biggest names in the 

entertainment business. It was an 

honor to work with Willie and his 

crew—and even better to have some 

of our new friends as Bad Boy Mower 

owners! Check out the video on our 

website at www.badboymowers.com!
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Our patented Swing-Away Design® 

really is all it’s cracked open to be. 

The ability to access virtually every 

serviceable component and make 

otherwise-hard-to-reach places

    easy to clean, has been a hallmark    

          of Bad Boy Mowers since our

                      very first mower.

It 

can’t 

be found 

on any other 

mower and 

once you’ve had 

it, you’ll never want 

another mower without it.

Patented, with its unmatched 
strength and solid all-welded 3-gauge 

construction as a start, we weld an additional 3-gauge skirt on the 
leading edge. Then add an adjustable tapered front leading edge for 
adapting to any kind of grass or conditions. The deep 5.5˝ deck allows 
for greater volume of discharge—and you’ll need it—because our inner 
baffles create more lift and vacuum for an exceptional cut. And lastly, 
the extended discharge area promotes an even clipping dispersal.

Front to back, the smoothest 
ride around. Our patent-
pending terrain-absorbing 

compression system allows our decks to glide evenly—
for a more manicured cut. You’ll not only see the 
difference, but feel it at the end of the day. Page 5



A little more than a decade ago, we introduced our first homeowner quality mower, 

the ZT Elite. Not only did it set a new bar for strength and durability (after all, we 

built it just like our pro models), but we also brought it to market for under $4,500.

A few short years later, we broke the sub  $3,000 price barrier for zero-turn mowers 

with our MZ line of mowers, a real game-changer for the industry.

Now we’ve upgraded both lineups—delivering more innovation, even more strength, 

power, comfort and performance—and all without raising prices. That makes them 

the best values in zero-turn mowers on the planet.

By standardizing the frame along both models, we’re able to cut costs with 

efficiencies in manufacturing, giving us room to pack more innovation for a better 

cut—more comfortably—and without raising the price barriers we set years ago.

It’s a simple change in the structure of our ZT Elite, MZ Magnum and MZ mowers 

that pay big dividends in upgrades to virtually the entire mower. This reinforces our 

promise to deliver the all-around best value in zero-turn mowers—anywhere!

NEW deck dial adjustment
Lock-in your desired deck height (up to 4.5˝) with a simple twist 
of our new Deck Dial feature. Works with our electric deck lift on 
ZT Elite models and with manual foot-assist deck pedal lift on 
MZ Models. Pedal can be mounted on either side of the deck.
(Optional pedal is available for ZT Elite and electric deck lift is optional on MZ Magnum)

We’ve always built the 
best homeowner zero-
turn mowers. Now we’re 
turning them up a notch.
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Two powder 
coat paint 
systems 
infuse the 
steel with 
our Bad Boy 
orange.

Building out 
inventory for 
build-to-order 
production 
efficiency.

American-
Made right 
from the   
very start.

Everything 
comes together 
along multiple 
assembly lines.

Multiple 
laser cutters 
maximize every 
inch of steel.

Our expansive—and 
growing—assembly lines 
hum all year round.

NEW under-the-
hood improvements
Many improvements happen out 
of sight—but never out of mind. 
Features  improved steering blocks 
for even more precise steering, 
easy-grip brake handle and new 
deck actuator lift bars. You may not 
immediately see all the changes 
we’ve made to the ZT Elite and MZ 
models, but you’ll recognize the 
difference they make, even after 
years of use.
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ALL NEW!

#badboycountry

#badboycountry
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Re-engineered to be an even better mower, 

there’s virtually no part of our ZT Elite that 

hasn’t been improved on. We’ve managed 

to make it stronger, smoother, more 

comfortable and more ergonomic. And 

even after adding all these improvements, 

we haven’t sacrificed an ounce of power, 

strength or performance. In fact, it’s even 

30 lbs. lighter—and yet our strongest ZT 

Elite ever! But the biggest engineering 

achievement wasn’t how much we added 

and upgraded, but that we didn’t add one bit 

to the price. We dare you to compare with 

any zero-turn mower in its price range and 

you’ll find there is simply no better value for 

the residential homeowner.

Improved 
from the 
frame up

$4,499
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

2006 The ZT was introduced as our first 

homeowner quality mower and has become our 

biggest hit, year-in and year-out.

We moved into a new 100,000 sq. ft. 

facility to handle our rapid growth. 

We also moved in our first high-tech 

manufacturing equipment—a Trumpf 

laser cutter and robotic welder. It 

furthered our commitment to building 

everything possible in house and in 

the USA. It was a big leap forward, and 

we haven’t looked back since.

Our first marketing began with 

NASCAR sponsorships teaming up 

with the Bill Davis Racing Team and 

driver Mike Skinner. At Talladega, 

we got almost constant coverage 

running in the front of the pack, even 

dominating TV time when our car 

was sent crashing in the mid field! 

We also met up with Monster Garage 

TV personality Brett ‘Big Schwag’ 

Wagner, and he’s been the booming 

voice of Bad Boy ever since!
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ALL NEW ALL THE WAY AROUND
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NEW ACTUATOR LIFT BARS
With four lift points for smooth deck 
lift performance and firm support.

NEW Rubber 
Floor MAT
Flip-up deck provides
easy access for
maintenance and cleaning. Now features 
a heavy-duty rubber floor mat to protect 
the deck surface.

NEW RIMS
Black front 
and rear rims 
for a bolder 
look.

NEW smoother steering 
arm operation

New dampeners provide twice the 
dampening force for smoother operation.

NEW comfort seat
More cushion and comfort 
with high-back seat and 
padded arm rests.

NEW Curved front RAIL
Creates an even stronger frame. Taller caster bearings feature 
flat caps. Also allows you to maximize trailer space.

NEW pulley 
belt COVERS
Lower profile 
covers are easy to 
get on and off.

NEW deck dial adjustment
Use electric deck lift and lock-in deck 
height (up to 4.5˝) with a twist of our new 
Deck Dial feature. An optional foot-
assist deck lift pedal is also available.

NEW anti-scalping wheels
Feature spring washers for dependable use.

NEW LARGER 
TANKS
New ergonomic 
designed tanks 
not only hold 
more fuel (6.5 
gallons) but also 
improved storage 
capacity with cup 
holder.

NEW PARKING 
BRAKE
90° Parking brake 
handle is easier to get 
a handle on.

NEW transaxle 
lowered
For easier maintenance 
and better weight 
distribution along the 
frame.

NEW wider 
stance
Provides better 
traction and 
performance, 
even on slopes.

NEW steering arm 
HOUSINGS
Provides firmer, tighter 
and more precise 
control of mower.

4800 ZT ELITE
5400 ZT ELITE
6000 ZT ELITE

Kawasaki®  FR 730

726cc
Deck Width

48˝ • 54˝ • 60˝

Kohler®  KT745

747cc
Deck Width

54˝ • 60˝

Kohler®  KT740

725cc
Deck Width

48˝

NEW 5.5˝ deep deck
Heavy-gauge 7 gauge steel deck with 3/8˝ leading 
edge reinforcement has a deeper 5.5˝ design for 
handling larger volumes of grass.

NEW TIE-DOWN 
Slots
Cut in the back panel, 
slots allow tie down 
hooks to lock mower 
down in transport.

NEW Hydraulic tank position
Tanks have been moved to underneath 
seat for protection from the elements.
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ALL NEW!

#badboycountry

#badboycountry
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Most mowers at this price are made from 

flimsy stamped steel and bolted together. 

So if you’re looking for the efficiencies of a 

zero-turn mower at a price that does not 

compromise on quality construction and 

quality of cut—turn to the MZ Magnum. 

With its all new, larger and stronger 

frame—sporting an even stronger 7-gauge 

all-steel, fabricated deck—the MZ Magnum 

is far more substantial in build quality than 

other mowers in this price range. You’ll 

immediately appreciate the rock-solid, all-

steel welded construction, powerful engine 

and ‘too much fun to call it work’ ride.

It may be 
all new, 
but it’s still 
built to last

$3,399
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

2010 we put the industry on it’s ear, introducing the 

MZ, and bringing commercial-grade build construction 

to the residential zero-turn market for under $3,000.

The dedication and determination of 

every employee to build the very best 

mower for the best price has been with 

us from the beginning. It’s a legacy 

and work ethic that’s built right into 

the folks around here that bleed Bad 

Boy orange. At our core is the same 

great team of people that have been 

with Bad Boy Mowers since our very 

first mower, and we couldn’t wait to 

introduce many of them to you in our 

2010 catalog. Expanding our company 

family from the first 20 to now over 

700, more than ever, we’re committed 

to building the best mower for the best 

value around.
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ALL NEW ALL THE WAY AROUND
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4800 MZ MAGNUM
5400 MZ MAGNUM

Kawasaki®  FR 651V

726cc
Deck Width

48˝ • 54˝

Kohler®  KT740

725cc
Deck Width

54˝

Kohler®  KT725

725cc
Deck Width

48˝

NEW ACTUATOR LIFT BARS
With four lift points for smooth deck 
lift performance and firm support.

NEW LIft-UP 
Floorboard
All-access to the belts for 
service and cleaning also 
includes new heavy-duty 
rubber floor mat protects 
deck surface.

NEW LARGER FUEL TANKS
Features more fuel capacity than 
previous model. Features more 
molded in storage.

NEW DEEPER STORAGE
Re-designed for more storage volume without 
decreasing fuel capacity. Built-in cupholder for 
whatever beverage your cup of tea is.

NEW Curved 
front RAIL
Creates an even stronger frame. Taller 
caster bearings feature flat caps. Also 
allows you to maximize trailer space.

NEW pulley 
belt COVERS
Lower profile 
covers are easy to 
get on and off.

NEW deck dial 
adjustment
Foot-assist deck lift 
pedal for manual 
deck operation, 
allowing you to lock-
in deck height (up 
to 4.5˝) by pushing 
pedal and simply 
twisting knob.

NEW anti-scalping wheels
Feature spring washers for dependable use.

NEW FUEL GAUGE
Easy to read fuel gauge 
incorporated into tanks.

NEW wider stance
Provides better traction and 
performance, even on slopes.

NEW RUBBER CHUTE
Provides increased 
durability and 
flexibility.

NEW 
transaxle 
lowered
For easier 
maintenance and 
better weight 
distribution along 
the frame.

NEW steering 
arm HOUSINGS
Provides 
firmer, tighter 
and more 
precise control 
of mower.

NEW MUFFLER DESIGN
Better positioned for 
cleaner design.

NEW THICKER deck
Heaviest 7-gauge steel deck in its 
class, with 1/4˝ steel reinforced edge
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ALL NEW!

#badboycountry

#badboycountry
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4200 MZKohler®  KT725

725cc
Deck Width

42˝

BRIGGS®  19HP

540cc
Deck Width

42˝

We introduced the zero-turn mower 

to a whole new breed of owners when 

we introduced the MZ. Bringing the 

combination of solid steel construction 

plus incredible priced power—all hallmarks 

of a Bad Boy Mower—and rolled into one 

durable, fun-to-drive and inexpensive 

zero-turn. Now, sporting the same larger 

and stronger frame as our ZT Elite and 

MZ Magnum, we’re putting even more 

distance between our biggest value 

mower and the competition. We’re proud 

to bring the revolutionary 

MZ to market—because 

everybody deserves a 

better finish cut.

More new. 
And more 
affordable, too

$2,999
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

NEW deck dial adjustment
Foot-assist deck lift pedal for 
manual deck operation, allowing 
you to lock-in deck height (up to 
4.5˝) by pushing pedal and simply 
twisting knob.

NEW HEAVIER, 
7-GAUGE ALL-STEEL, 
ALL-WELDED DECK
Stronger decks have been a Bad 
Boy trait from the very beginning, 
and the MZ is no exception. A first 
for this class, features 7-gauge steel 
with a 1/4˝ steel reinforcement edge 
around the deck for added strength 
and deck protection.

NEW ACTUATOR 
LIFT BARS
With four lift points 
for smooth deck lift 
performance and 
firm support.

NEW Curved front RAIL
For an even stronger frame. 
Taller caster bearings 
feature flat caps.

NEW LIft-UP Floorboard
All-access to the belts for service 
and cleaning also includes new 
heavy-duty rubber floor mat 
protects deck surface.

NEW STYLISH 
FUEL TANKS
Not only look better, 
but holds more fuel!
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We created a mower in a class by itself—a 

commercial-grade mower with Integrated 

Drive System featuring our patented EZ-

Ride® System! Fully independent front and 

rear vibration absorbing compression shocks 

lets the Maverick glide over uneven terrain—

and at a breakthrough price. Underneath the 

stylish good looks is the same solid steel, 

all-welded and fabricated frame and deck that 

Bad Boy is known for. Packing your choice of 

power plants—Kohler® or Kawasaki® high-

performance engines—you’ll bring all the 

power to bear on whatever you’re mowing. 

Besides looking as fast as it is, our new 

tanks are quick to handle all the 

controls and lots of storage—

including your favorite beverage.

Another 
first from 
the folks 
that build 
them to last

$5,899
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

2016 We launched the revolutionary Maverick and 

created a whole new yardstick for comfort, cut and value.

We once again proved to be the 

innovation leader in the zero-turn 

mower industry with the Maverick

by engineering our patented EZ-Ride® 

System into an integrated drive-train 

mower. Never before had a ride this 

comfortable been available on a mower 

for less than $6000. It’s another first 

and an example of our promise to 

never, ever stop leading.

Our second—and even more advanced—

powder-coat system and additional 

manufacturing space were added in an 

effort to keep up with the demand 

for our mowers. Even with our growth, 

we never forget that it all comes back 

to the basics of building on strength, 

power and performance.
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FEATURING OUR EZ-RIDE® SYSTEM
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4800 MAVERICK
5400 MAVERICK
6000 MAVERICK

Kawasaki®  FS 730

726cc
Deck Width

48˝ • 54˝ • 60˝

Kohler®  CONFIDANT

747cc
Deck Width

48˝ • 54˝ • 60˝

Fully adjustable handles on 
our steering levers let you find 
exactly the right fit and position 
for comfortable control. It’s 
another small example of why 
Bad Boy is known for comfort 
and ease of use.

NEW Low profile 
caster covers
Taller caster bearings 
feature flat caps.

Rubber 
Floor MAT
Heavy-duty 
rubber floor mat 
protects deck 
surface.

MORE STORAGE
Our stylish good looks 
also work harder. 
Besides looking fast 
as it is, our new tanks 
are quick to handle all 
the controls and lots 
of storage—including 
your favorite 
beverage.

NEW smoother steering 
arm operation
New dampeners provide twice 
the dampening force for smoother 
operation, tighter and more precise 
control of the mower.

NEW comfort seat
More cushion and comfort with high-
back seat and padded arm rests.

dual hinged 
front bar
EZ-Ride™ for ground 
absorbing support. solid steel

heavy-duty deck
7-Gauge formed and welded solid 
steel deck. With additional 5-gauge 
steel reinforcement edge. Features an  
improved baffling system for greater 
lift, cleaner cut and even discharge.

Low profile 
pulley belt 
COVERS
Lower profile 
covers are easy 
to get on and off.

dual REAR 
COMPRESSION 
SHOCKS

EZ-Ride™ 
dual support 
for each 
drivetrain.

Adjustable handles

Each drivetrain is supported 
individually by twin compression 
shocks for maximum vibration 
reduction and smoother ride.

Front arms are individually 
hinged for optimum independent 
movement  across any terrain.

HINGED FRONT Arm 
GROUND-ABSORBING 
SUPPORT

INDEPENDENT REAR 
TRANSAXLES

NEW PARKING 
BRAKE
90° Parking 
brake handle is 
easier to get a 
handle on.

PATENTED
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Showcases 
everything 
we’re known
for, especially 
great value
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We’ve thrown everything you’ve ever 

asked for into the industry-leading Outlaw 

XP—along with several innovations that 

didn’t even exist on zero-turn mowers until 

now. The Outlaw XP is designed and built 

with one singular goal in mind—delivering 

the finest cut lawn care professionals and 

serious landowners demand. There’s literally 

no innovation or patented feature we’ve 

developed that’s not represented on the XP. 

And it delivers years of use with the speed, 

power and comfort a Bad Boy Mower has 

become known for. The Outlaw XP sets the 

bar for every other commercial mower out 

there, packing more innovation 

and performance—and all for a 

better value.

$8,649
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

2015  The Outlaw line-up was completely upgraded 

with new innovations from top to bottom.

Our research and development team 

took the already industry-leading 

Outlaw class mowers to a completely 

new level for zero-turn mowers. 

The result was a revolutionary success 

in performance, aesthetics and 

ergonomics. We introduced more 

features in this one model than all of 

our mowers since our beginning.

We continued as the official mower 

of beautiful SeaWorld® and Busch 

Gardens® parks. Outlaw country 

legends Willie Nelson and Merle 

Haggard both have performed for our 

expanding dealer base at our annual 

dealer meetings. It’s a time we all get 

together in order to build a stronger 

dealer network for you.
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FEATURING OUR EZ-RIDE® SYSTEM
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5400 OUTLAW XP
6100 OUTLAW XP
7200 OUTLAW XP

Kawasaki®  FX 850

852cc
Deck Width

54˝ • 61˝ • 72˝

VANGUARD®  36HP

993cc
Deck Width

61˝ • 72˝

PREMIUM COMFORT SEAT
Premium adjustable cushioned seat, 
with side and upper back support 
and cushioned arm rests.

YAMAHA®  EFI

824cc
Deck Width

61˝ • 72˝

ALL NEW
FOR 2017

PRECISION DRIVE

Dual hydraulic tanks and dual 
individual drive motors for 
the power and performance 
professionals demand. Our 
hydraulic systems, from hoses to 
tanks, are bigger and more robust 
to run cooler and provide all the 
power and speed you’ll ever need.

Patented 3-gauge steel with adjustable 
front leading edge, 5.5˝ depth and a 
baffling system to create more lift for 
greater discharge and cleaner cut, it 
blows all other decks away.

Equipped with both front and rear compression shocks, our 
patented system dampens day-long vibration from less than 
perfect terrain and helps deck glide more smoothly and evenly, 
creating amore manicured look.

With self-lubricating bushings 
and extremely high-tolerance 
milled construction, our SteerTek 
drive system provides the most 
nimble, fluid, responsive and 
agile drive system around.

Quick and easy access to 
virtually every serviceable 
part of the Outlaw makes this 
patented feature an open and 
shut case for Bad Boy Mowers.

SEPARATE HYDRAULIC 
TANKS AND MOTORS 
THE PROS DEMAND

DUAL FUEL TANKS
Hold a total of 13.8 
Gallons of fuel for 
all-day, non-stop 
operation.

NEW
ENGINE
We’ve added 
another exciting 
all-new powerplant 
to our Outlaw XP 
class mowers.

A Bad Boy Mowers Exclusive! 
These tires feature softer side 
walls for smoother ride with 
wrap-over grip for better 
traction on inclines.

NEW REAPER® TURF TIRES

NEW FLAT CAPS
Caster bearings feature 
flat caps for slimmer look.

Patented side impact absorber
Dual deck support shocks that minimize 
damage to your deck due to side impacts, 
flexible when it has to be.
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Classic 
performance 
from a 
classic 
mower
The Outlaw Class of zero-turn mowers 

features the Outlaw Extreme and Outlaw, 

and both were built blades up from 

professional users and owners input and 

wish lists. And even though we’ve improved 

it year after year, at its core is the heart of 

every Bad Boy Mower that came before it. 

With powerful engine options, coupled with 

a choice of Hydro-Gear® drive systems, it’s 

a virtually indestructible mower at just the 

right mix of power for professionals—and 

priced for homeowners. It’s rock-solid build 

construction packed with more power for a 

better price—and that’s classic Bad Boy.

$7,199
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

2011  We introduced the Outlaw for the first time, 

and it became an instant classic addition to the Bad Boy 

Mower lineup.

Our five-point advantage in 

delivering more strength, access, 

power, durability and comfort has 

been the foundation of our promise 

to customers. And we’ve delivered 

them all at a far superior price than 

comparable zero-turn mowers. More 

mower for a better value!

This was a year of ‘firsts’ for Bad 

Boy. From sponsoring the PBR and 

#1 Ranked Bullrider Austin Meier 

to adding Zac Brown to our stable of 

country music artists and owners. We 

weren’t just building better mowers, 

we were building our brand name with 

world-class owners and spokesmen.

$7,949
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

Outlaw Extreme  Outlaw
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5400 OUTLAW EXTREME
6100 OUTLAW EXTREME
7200 OUTLAW EXTREME

KOHLER®  COMMAND PRO EFI

824cc
Deck Width

54˝ • 61˝

VANGUARD®  36HP

993cc
Deck Width

61˝ • 72˝

Kawasaki®  FX850

852cc
Deck Width

54˝ • 61˝ • 72˝
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5400 OUTLAW
6100 OUTLAW

KOHLER®  CONFIDANT

747cc
Deck Width

54˝ • 61˝

VANGUARD®  810

810cc
Deck Width

54˝ • 61˝

Kawasaki®  FX730V

726cc
Deck Width

54˝ • 61˝

VANGUARD®  36HP

NEW Low profile 
caster covers
Taller caster bearings 
feature flat caps.

19 Position
FOOT-ASSIST 
Deck Lift
Can be used ‘on-the-fly’ 
to lift deck over stumps 
or other objects.

Patented side impact absorber
Dual deck support shocks that minimize damage to your 
deck due to side impacts to homes, planters, fences or curbs. 
Rigid when it needs to be, flexible when it has to be.

With adjustable front leading edge, 5.5˝ depth and a 
baffling system to create more lift for greater discharge 
and cleaner cut, it blows all other decks away.

Quick and easy access to 
virtually every serviceable 
part of the Outlaw makes this 
patented feature an open 
and shut case for Bad Boy 
Mowers. Both tanks swing 
open for complete access to 
the entire mower.

Heavy-duty 
actuator 
bars
Our actuator 
bars are spaced 
farther front and 
back for far more 
rigid support 
across the deck—
edge to edge and 
back to back.

DUAL FUEL TANKS
Holds a total of 13.8 Gallons 
of fuel for all-day, non-stop 
operation.

Full Width Seat Release Bar
Get to the heart of your Bad Boy with an 
easy tug—and from either side.

Adjustable
Steering arms
Get the right 
fit fast with 
our completely 
adjustable 
steering arm for 
complete control.

PICK YOUR POWER
Our Outlaw Extreme features the largest integrated 
transaxle Hydro-Gear® offers, the ZT5400.

The regular Outlaw is driven by the robust ZT4400 
Hydro-Gear® powertrain, that provides more than 
enough power for the professional with heavy-duty 
gears and shaft system.

NEW TIE-DOWN Slots
Cut in the back panel, 
slots allow tie down 
hooks to lock mower 
down in transport.
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3600 COMPACT STAND-ON
4800 STAND-ON
5400 STAND-ON
6100 STAND-ON

Kawasaki®  FX730V

726cc
Deck Width

48˝ •  54˝ • 61˝

Kawasaki®  FX691V

726cc
Deck Width

36˝

We’ve taken our Outlaw® Stand-On and 

made it even more versatile by adding 

a 36˝ deck-width model featuring 

the same great cut, legendary 2˝ x 2˝ 

all-steel rail frame construction and 

new powerful engine option. Larger 

rear tires for improved performance on 

inclines and Hydro-Gear® integrated 

hydraulic drives makes getting around 

easy even in the tightest spaces. It’s as 

easy to mow with as it is seeing what 

you’re mowing around.

Two sizes, 
for a huge 
advantage

$6,299
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

$6,599
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

Fullsize  Compact

With our all-new concave front fork 
support, not only do you have better 
front line visibility for mowing up 
close, you can also squeeze your 
fleet on a trailer for a snug fit.

When you need access, 
we’ve got your back.
Virtually every serviceable part 
is easy to get to with our full-
width opening back—from 
fluids to hydraulic and 
electrical components. 
The manual deck lever, 
conveniently located on the 
side, has ten cutting height 
options for locking in the 
perfect cut every time. The 
control panel and steering levers 
offer touch control and padded 
front rest—with storage and drink 
holder—makes for a great stand 
up workplace.

Tuck it into 
tighter places

With adjustable front leading edge, 
5.5˝ depth and a baffling system 
to create more lift for greater 
discharge and cleaner cut, it blows 
all other decks away.

5.5 gallon fuel tank powers you 
through the day and is easily 
fillable with side gas cap.

Large fuel tank

SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS

SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS

SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS

5+
DAILY

SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS

Driver’s platform features our 
Patented EZ-Ride® technology 
for a cushioned, vibration 
reducing ride.
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4200 COMPACT OUTLAW
4800 COMPACT OUTLAW

VANGUARD®  

810cc
Deck Width

42˝ • 48˝

Kawasaki®  FX

726cc
Deck Width

42˝ • 48˝

COMPACT

One of our more popular models, what it gives up in full-size deck 

width, our Compact Outlaw doesn’t give an inch in the same 

construction, innovation and value of the Outlaw class of zero-turn 

mowers. From front to back, it shares the same features such as 

our 2˝ x 2˝ all-steel rail frame, powerful engine options and great 

price with a side-to-side profile that lets it slip into areas that 

might otherwise be too  tight to get to. There’s virtually no area 

this  versatile mower can’t get in 

and out of quickly and efficiently—

leaving behind a great cut like 

only a Bad Boy can.

More versatile
by a wide margin

$6,299
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS

SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS

SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS

5+
DAILY

SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS
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3600 WALK-BEHIND

Our Walk-Behind is all Bad Boy
We pulled out all the stops when we set out to build our professional         

grade Walk-Behind mower. This versatile and agile performer is great for 

get-on and get-off mowing jobs, and with our patent-pending Sulky, the ride 

has never been easier to get up and go on. The no-nonsense, heavy-duty 

construction and powerful engine options provide years of service in the field.

KAWASAKI®  FS

603cc
Deck Width

36˝

ALL NEW
FOR 2017

$4,799
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

For easy hop-on ride-ability 
and smooth ride, our Sulky 
features our exclusive EZ-
Ride™  Technology. 
Also available for other 
brand walk-behinds.

Our OPTIONAL Sulky 
is so unique, its 
patent is pending

All the power right at 
your fingertips
Brake, engage, electric blade 
start and control levers are just 
a grip away. Also has a unique 
central neutral lock, locking both 
transmissions in a single action, 
that works with either hand.
An exclusive feature found only 
on a Bad Boy Walk-Behind!

MANUAL PIN 
height adjustment
Lock into a consistent cut height 
with our pull pin system

RIDER PRESENT SWITCH
No other walk-behind in the industry has the ease of use of our single lever 
rider present switch. 

Large fuel tank
Larger 5 Gallon fuel tank for 
long running operation.HYDRO-GEAR® 

ZT3100’s
The largest in their class 
for durable power and 
performance. Protected 
by skid plates from curbs 
or other obstructions.

WHEEL SIZE 
MATTERS
Our front and rear tires 
are larger than any 
other Walk-Behind in 
this class for better 
traction and stability.
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SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS

SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS

SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS

10+
DAILY

SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS

SEPARATE
PUMP & MOTORS

2005 We just started hitting our stride! With a 

complete mower line-up, and our first catalog, we hit the 

turf running.

We started with innovation and we’re 

sticking to it. Even after 15 years, 

our patented Swing-Away® design is 

the centerpiece of our commercial 

zero-turn mowers. It’s opened the 

door to our bringing more innovation 

to the zero-turn market—in far less 

time—than any other manufacturer.

With our manufacturing facilities 

expanding and new dealers taking 

stock, 2005 was the year we kicked off 

marketing our vision. A NASCAR 

sponsorship at Texas Motor Speedway 

gave us our first national exposure, 

and set us on a path to making 

everywhere—Bad Boy Country.

Our Diesel 
workhorses
are a breed 
set apart
New for 2017 are Perkins® Diesels, a division 

of Caterpillar Industries and dedicated to the 

same service and support as their heavy-

industry kin. Whether you pick the Perkins® 

Fullsize or Caterpillar® Compact diesel model, 

each sports virtually every available feature 

Bad Boy has invented or perfected since 

our very beginning. From our newest deck 

improvements to our classic EZ-Ride® and 

patented Swing-Away® Systems, these diesel-

powered  beasts are built for the toughest 

workloads. Both models feature separate

pumps and wheel motors and both offer 

exceptional build quality at an exceptional 

price, representing the biggest values around.

$13,599
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

$15,299
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

Fullsize  Compact
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6100 Diesel
7200 Diesel
6100 compact diesel

PERKINS®  4-CYLINDER LC

1500cc
Deck Width

61˝ • 72˝

CATERPILLAR®  3-CYLINDER LC

1100cc
Deck Width

61˝

PREMIUM GRAMMER® SUSPENSION SEAT
Fully adjustable to operator weight 
and height, this seat offers 
variable suspension, lumbar 
support and back angle 
adjustments from 5° to 15.°

ALL NEW
FOR 2017

PRECISION DRIVE

Dual hydraulic tanks and dual 
individual drive motors for 
the power and performance 
professionals demand. Our 
hydraulic systems, from hoses to 
tanks, are bigger and more robust 
to run cooler and provide all the 
power and speed you’ll ever need.

With adjustable front leading edge, 5.5˝ 
depth and a baffling system to create 
more lift for greater discharge and cleaner 
cut, it blows all other decks away.

Patented front and rear independent compression 
shock suppression allows our mower to absorb 
the ground around for a more comfortable, all-day 
workload. It also allows the deck to glide more 
smoothly for a better, more manicured cut.

With self-lubricating bushings 
and extremely high-tolerance 
milled construction, our SteerTek 
drive system provides the most 
nimble, fluid, responsive 
and agile drive 
system around.

Quick and easy access to 
virtually every serviceable 
part of the Diesel makes this 
patented feature an open and 
shut case for Bad Boy Mowers.

SEPARATE HYDRAULIC 
TANKS AND WHEEL 
MOTORS PROS DEMAND

DUAL FUEL TANKS
Hold a total of 18 Gallons of diesel for 
all-day, non-stop operation.

“Like mowin’ the yard from an easy chair.”
—Merle Haggard
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When push comes to shove, there’s no substitute for dependability and 

durability. That’s why our new push mowers are simple to maintain and 

built to withstand grueling day-in and day-out commercial mowing duties. 

With self-propelled rear wheel drive and easy to detach rear baggers, 

you’ll get a cleaner cut and easier clean up. Heavy-gauge steel decks with 

reinforced edges, sturdy push bars and solid, dense rubber wheels combine 

to deliver the strength to stand up to the most demanding commercial 

use. Both models feature a wide range of height-of-cut adjustments for 

comfortable, custom lawn cutting. Available in 25˝ and 21˝ cut widths, each 

feature high-performance, high-horsepower engines landscaping 

professional demand—and expect—from Bad Boy.

Our new
Push Mowers
are built to
push expectations
farther and faster

2013 We began our push into social media 

marketing, registering 6,500 likes to our Facebook 

page. Today, there are over 80,000!

World-class automation allowed us 

to bring even more manufacturing 

expertise in house. We continue 

to build everything right here in 

America. It’s our continuing promise 

to deliver the best mower available, 

made right here in America.

Growth in 2013 was nothing short of 

amazing. Our mowers were featured 

hard at work on SeaWorld and Busch 

Gardens properties. We moved our 

annual dealer meeting because of 

our explosive growth to Branson, 

Missouri, the first outside 

of our hometown of Batesville, 

Arkansas. It’s a great time to 

celebrate our dealer’s success. Merle 

Haggard performed and set us on 

course for our biggest year yet.

$1,099
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

$1,399
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 

Destination and setup 
charges not included.

See your dealer for details.

25˝ MODEL 21˝ MODEL

ALL NEW
FOR 2017
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KAWASAKI®  FJ

179cc
Deck Width

21˝

2100 PUSH MOWER
2500 PUSH MOWER

Plenty powerful enough 
to mulch, mow and pull at 
speeds up to 5 mph.

KAWASAKI PRO-GRADE 
179cc Engine

Heavy-GAUGE tubular 
steel push bars

BLADE SPINDLE ASSEMBLY

Oversized and adjustable for height, 
these push bars mean business.

Forged spindle shaft for optimum strength and a die cast 
aluminum housing for better heat dissipation.

deck
stabilizing
bar 
Keeps the deck 
level on uneven 
terrain.

For pulling its weight around effortlessly on virtually any terrain.

HIGH-LOW GEAR and 
REAR WHEEL DRIVE

Easy pull and mow power, right from the handle.

Quick, one-pull start power

Just lift and release for quicker cleanups.

Large, quick 
release bagger

Quick engage and release bar 
for initiating the powerful self-
propelling feature.

Steel self-propel 
engage bar

Keeps engine running 
cleaner, even in dusty and 
dirty conditions.

Large AIR FILTERS

RUBBER TIRES

STEEL DECK

Dense rubber wheels for long-life.

14-gauge steel deck 
for long-lasting use.

LIFTING BAR
For easy lifting, 
transporting 
or cleaning 
underside of 
deck.

Sloping discharge tunnel directs huge volumes of 
grass or mulched leaves to the rear bagger. Allows 
for tight edging on either side of mower deck.

Rear discharge

KAWASAKI®  FJ

179cc
Deck Width

25˝

Patented proprietary 2-speed 
heavy-duty transmission. 
Built tough with oversized 
gears, and with needle and ball 
bearings throughout.

heavy-duty 
transmission
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2008 Saw our growth multiply rapidly. We added over 

300,000 sq. ft. and over 45 acres, more than doubling 

our manufacturing footprint.

With the addition of several new laser 

cutters, robot welders and benders, 

the sheer quantity of parts—cut, bent 

and welded—required a brand new 

paint system. Our new powder-paint 

system—one of the most advanced 

anywhere—was instrumental in our 

ability to keep up with the doubling of 

our sales during this year of incredible 

growth. Now stretching across three 

manufacturing and warehouse 

facilities, we were able to keep up a 

record number of mower shipments 

to a record number of dealers across 

the country.

Options &
Accessories
Each and every accessory made by—or for—Bad 

Boy Mowers, meets the same standard of durability 

and usability we hold our mowers to. With options for added operator 

safety, clean-up and convenience, you can be sure that every option fits and 

works perfectly with your Bad Boy Mower. For the latest accessories, we 

encourage you to  please visit our website at  www.badboymowers.com.

BA
D BOY APPROVED

ACC E S S O RIES

2 and 3-bagger clipping systems
With mower-assisted drive blower, this bagging 
system makes easy work of managing heavy-
duty clippings. Bags are easy to remove for quick 
disposal of  clippings. Fits Outlaw Class, Maverick, 
CZT and ZT Elite Series and both MZ Model Riding 
Zero-Turn Mowers.

Mulching blades
Replaces your standard 
cutting blades. Available 
in all decks sizes.

Take control of your 
mower’s discharge!
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DECK OUT YOUR OUTLAW!
q Advanced Chute System
q Wet Sounds Bar-Bluetooth 
q Front Dual LED Light Kit
q Storage Basket
q Rear Hitch Assembly
q Front-Mount Sprayer
q Sprayer Holding Plate
q Striping Kit (Guard)
q Handle Assist
q Front Disc Brakes
 (Not Shown)

All accessories shown can 
be added to your mower 
payment for as little as

$36.52 per month!*

GREAT DEAL!
Mulching Kit
A must-have option for the most demanding 
non-bagging professional! Channels bolt to the 
underside of the deck, blocking the discharge 
for containing cuttings for optimal mulching. 
Mulching Blades are included in the kit.

MZ series side bagger
Convenient bagging solution for our 

popular MZ Magnum and MZ 42 Series 
Mowers, this 3.75 bushel quick-mount 

bagger is easy to install and even 
easier to use.

MZ rear bagger
Six bushel capacity rear bagging system blasts clippings into 
removable bags for easy use and disposal. Fits both MZ Magnum 
and MZ 42 Model Mowers.

Accelerator grass catcher
Replaces the chute on your Bad Boy and is quick and 
easy to load and unload your discharged clippings. (Fits 
all mowers except  72˝ decks.)

With the Advanced Chute System’s variable stage all-steel 
shield, you can effectively and accurately control the discharge 
from your zero-turn mower. Closing the Advanced Chute System 
completely prevents discharge into flower beds, driveways and 
swimming pools. In high-density areas where flying debris can damage 
windows, vehicles or even people, keeping the advanced chute at a semi-closed 
position forces debris down immediately, preventing straight line discharge at speeds of 
over 200 mph! Built for commercial lawn and garden professionals and zero-turn mower 
homeowners alike, it’s the perfect precision chute management system for the accuracy 
and maneuverability of your zero-turn mower. Plus, the Advanced Chute System also 
turns your mower into a powerful mulching machine, perfect for fall leaf cleanup!

Turn your mower into 
a mulching machine

take control of 
your discharge

Load     it up!

*Finance price based on total
  mower financing  of  3.99% at 60 months,
  with approved credit. Does not include installation. Prices subject to change. See your dealer for details. Page 41



BA
D BOY APPROVED

ACC E S S O RIES

Bar-Lug Tires
Tractor-style tread 
for traction on the 
roughest terrain. 
Perfect for grip-and-
rip performance. 

FieldTrax Tires
Get a grip on any 
and all terrain with 
the traction and sure 
footing these FieldTrax 
tires provide.

No Flat Tire
For front forks, these 
solid form tires will 
continue to perform 
even if punctured. 
Sizes to fit all models. 

REAPER® 
TURF Tires
A Bad Boy Mowers 
exclusive! These tires 
feature softer sidewalls for 
smoother ride and wrap-
over grip edge for great 
traction on uneven terrain.

DUAL LED LIGHTS
8000 Lumen, high-intensity, low amperage LED square lights 
in durable cast aluminum alloy housing with stainless 
steel mounting hardware and wiring 
harness and lighted rocker switch.

Soft-Top Canopy
For the ZT and MZ, this top keeps you cool 
in the shade. Does not require our ROPS, 
this shade is easy to attach and remove.

HARD Top Cover
Now you have it made in your own shade. Tough, 
just like the mowers it covers. Requires ROPS For 
Mounting. (Excludes MZ)

Suspension Seat
Update your Outlaw, Maverick, CZT or ZT to the 
best seat in the house. Our Grammer Seat is fully 
adjustable to operator weight, height and variable 
rate suspension, lumbar support and back angle 
adjustments from 5° to 15.° 

Rear storage 
Baskets
With versions that fit 
both ZT Elite and MZ 
mowers and our Outlaw 
Class mowers. They’re the 
perfect companion for 
traveling with extra gear, 
tools or yard-grooming 
accessories. Specify your 
mower when ordering.

Front Disc Brakes
Exclusive and unique braking 
system quickly locks front 
casters for preventing fall-off 
and assuring straight runs for 
striping. (Fits all 2017 Models and 
earlier year Outlaw XP Only)

Airfoil Wing
Perfect for adding the signature Bad Boy attitude 
to the fastest mower on the market. (Available on 
Outlaw only)

Adjustable 
Handles
Simply bolt 
these on your 
steering levers 
for a completely 
adjustable 
operator fit. 
Standard on our 
Diesels, Outlaws 
and Maverick, 
fits ZT and  all MZ 
steering arms.

BELT 
TENSION 
GAUGE
Properly 
calibrated for 
measuring 
perfect belt 
operation.
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DECK OUT YOUR ZT ELITE!
q Rear Storage Basket
q ROPs Mounted LED Light Bar 
q Foot Pedal Manual Deck Assist
q Front and Rear Chrome Wheel Covers
q Deck Mounted Striping Kit
q Hitch Kit
q 8˝ Bumper Kit
q Assist Handle
q Dual Front LED Lights
q Bucket and Tongs
q Advanced Chute System
q Roll-Over Protection Bar

All accessories shown can 
be added to your mower 
payment for as little as

$22.09 per month!*

GREAT DEAL!

This optional protection for our popular ZT Elite and Magnum 
Series Mowers is recommended for mowing on sloping 
terrain. Features quick-release pins for folding over for even 
more compact storage. (Includes required seat belt option)

Roll-over 
protection 
system. (rops)

Assist handle
Attaches to front frame bar for 
handy assist in mounting and 
dismounting mower. Fits all 
models of Bad Boy Mowers.

Chrome Wheel 
Covers
Front and rear rims 
that add shine to your 
Bad Boy. Available in 
6,̋  8,̋  10˝ and 12˝ for all 
mowers. (Excludes MZ)

Bumper Guards
Available in 8˝ or 14,̋  
these rubber guards 
offer front impact 
protection for your 
Outlaw, Maverick, CZT,  
ZT and MZ.

Outlaw Hitch
Removable, heavy-duty hitch assembly for 
pulling other equipment along for the ride. Hitch 
bar is removable with lynch pin. 
(Excludes Compact Outlaw)

Tow Hitch
Quick to attach with two bolts, this hitch allows 
your Compact Outlaw, CZT, Maverick, ZT or MZ to 
tow trailers and accessories. 

ROPS LED LIGHT BAR 
12000 Lumen, high-intensity, low amperage LED 
light bar in durable cast aluminum alloy housing 
with stainless steel mounting hardware and 
wiring harness and lighted rocker switch.

WET SOUNDS BLUETOOTH SOUNDBAR
Bluetooth Six-Speaker, 180 Watt unit with RF 
Wireless remote, providing your favorite thump-
pumping music, get-it-done music.

Load     it up!

*Finance price based on total
  mower financing  of  3.99% at 60 months,
  with approved credit. Does not include installation. Prices subject to change. See your dealer for details. Page 43



DECK OUT YOUR MAVERICK!
q Field Trax Rear Tires
q Bucket and Tongs
q Rear Storage Basket
q ROPs Mounted LED Light Bar 
q Front and Rear Chrome
 Wheel Covers
q Deck Mounted Striping Kit
q Hitch Kit
q 8˝ Bumper Kit
q Assist Handle
q Dual Front LED Lights
q Advanced Chute System

All accessories shown can 
be added to your mower 
payment for as little as

$17.88 per month!*

GR
EA
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L!

Mower Covers
Protects and fits both ROPS and Non-ROPS 
equipped Bad Boy Mowers. 

Utility Trailer
Heavy-Duty, dual axle trailer features tilt bed. 
Rails keep tall or larger items from falling out. 

Sweeper
This pull-behind sweeper makes 
short work of collecting clippings 
or leaves. Easy to operate and 
easy to dump, this sweeper 
cleans up quick!

De-Thatcher
Springed steel tines comb 
embedded clippings from 
turf, for better water 
absorption. 

striping kits
Make your yard look like a major-league ballfield! Lay down 
baseball field precision stripes with our striping kits. Available 
as either rear frame attachment or back of deck, both 
feature tough, heavy-duty pliable rubber flaps that lay down 
cut grass for that professional, ball-field like finish.

Load     it up!

REAR FRAME
Mounts to 
back of frame, 
just behind 
the rear tires.

DECK MOUNT
Mounts to back edge of deck, 
and adjusts with deck height 
for desired effect.

ZT ELITE FOOT PEDAL
Attaches quickly and easily to 
either side of the deck for quick 
on-the-fly deck lift around 
stumps or other objects. Works 
with our new Deck Dial System 
for quickly setting deck to fixed 
height for consistent cut, time 
after time.

*Finance price based on total
  mower financing  of  3.99% at 60 months,

  with approved credit. Does not include installation. Prices subject to change. See your dealer for details.Page 44



2014 The strength of Bad Boy comes from within. It’s 

a reflection of who we are, with the determination to build 

the best mower on the planet.

Tucked away in the Ozark Mountains, 

we believe the best things are still 

made in America. Every one that 

works here takes pride in their 

contribution to building a better 

mower. From our front office to our 

shipping department and every place 

in between, our strength truly does 

come from within each and every one 

of us here at Bad Boy Mowers.

We brought on-line an all-new, 

automated 100,000 sq. ft. parts 

department. Our very own trucking 

department grew from one 5th wheel 

trailer to 23 tractors and 50 trailers.

We even design and build our well-

known ‘Willie’ trailers ourselves so 

that we can roll our mowers right on—

and right off—ready to cut. 

Front Mount Sprayer
Versatile sprayer that’s equally handy for 
staying seated when spraying from the mower 
or when you need to get off to spray hard to 
reach areas. (For Outlaws  and Diesels)

Trailer Sprayer
Pull behind, high-capacity 
powered sprayer with 
boom and hand-
held sprayer 
head. Excludes 
boom, sold separately.Aerator

Heavy-duty blades
punch holes in turf to
promote better growth. 

Pull-Behind 
Roller
Steel roller can 
be filled with water 
for heavyweight use. 

Bucket & Tongs
Front mount attachment 
for quick and easy access 
to  snapping up trash 
without ever leaving 
your seat. Bucket also 

available 
separately.

Protective sun glasses
Not only does the UV  and wrap-around 
protection help keep your eyes on the ball, they 
look great doing it.

Work gloves
Soft leather gloves fit 
great and are tough 
as nails.

SNOW Plow
Powered snow plow attaches to Outlaw and 
Diesel’s front hitch holder and is operated by 
fingertip control attached to steering levers.
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BA
D BOY APPROVED

ACC E S S O RIES

DECK OUT YOUR MAGNUM!
q Deck-Mounted Striping Kit
q Hitch Kit
q Rear Chrome Wheel Covers
q 8˝ Bumper Kit
q Assist Handle
q Dual Front LED Lights
q Advanced Chute System
q Bucket and Tongs
q Rear Storage Basket
q Electric Actuators
q Adjustable Handles

All accessories shown can 
be added to your mower 
payment for as little as

$21.01 per month!*

GR
EA

T D
EA

L!

Load     it up!

Factory fresh PARTS
Authentic Bad Boy Manufacturer’s Replacement 
Parts and Fluids for every mower we build. 

Drive Belts
Our reinforced Kevlar® 
belts last longer because 
they’re the toughest you 
can buy.

Fusion® Blades
These stay-sharp blades feature ultra-hard 
Tungsten Carbide cutting edge. These blades stay 
sharp three as long as ordinary mower blades!

Pump Belts
Factory replacement 
reinforced Kevlar® belts last 
longer and stand up to the 
toughest conditions.

ENGINE OIL
Factory replacement 
premium synthetic 
Engine Oil is specifically 
made for your Bad Boy 
Mower to ensure longer 
engine life.

Ethanol guard
With fuel stabilizer 
keeps fuel cleaner 
longer and extends 
engine life. Pours 
directly into fuel tank 
and not only extends 
fuel storage life, but 
also prevents corrosion, 
gum formation and 
helps to remove water. 
Treats up to 80 gallons 
of fuel!

HYDROSTATIC OIL
Factory replacement 
synthetic blend 
Hydrostatic oil is blended 
specifically to keep your 
Bad Boy Mower running 
cooler and at optimum 
performance.

*Finance price based on total
  mower financing  of  3.99% at 60 months,

  with approved credit. Does not include installation. Prices subject to change. See your dealer for details.Page 46



Available in
Cutting Width Sizes

2 YEAR WARRANTY

The perfect match of performance 
and strength—FOR your tractor.

INTRODUCING THE NEW BAD BOY ROTARY CUTTER
We’re building a rotary cutter that delivers the best value in the industry by 

making it the perfect match for your hard work—and your tractor. With 
industry beating standards and build quality second-to-none, the Bad 

Boy Rotary Cutter performs to the highest standards—and at a 
price that’s tough to beat.

Heavy-gauge steel frames are notched and welded at 
intersection points and to the top deck itself, creating 
unyielding strength and unbending durability for years 
of rugged use. Thicker steel sides are rolled to retain 
strength (not stamped) and welded on both top and 
bottom edges for maximum support and rigidity.

‘H” FRAME all-welded steel BACKBONE Thicker skid plates
The front line of abuse, our skid 
plates—made of heavier-gauge 
steel than all others in this 
class and fully welded along its 
edge—are built to absorb years 
of jarring abuse.

GEARED for speed
The 50hp or 75hp heavy-
duty Omni gearboxes 
drives the blade tip at 
ripping fast speeds—as 
fast as you’ll find 
anywhere! Available with 
slip clutch or shear pin.

SINGLE PIN height adjust
Built to better withstand the 
weight of the tractor when 
clearing through troughs and 
dips, the heavy-gauge 2.5˝ x 2.5˝ 
steel tube rear wheel arm is also 
the heaviest-duty in this class.

Rear tail wheel is easily positioned 
to save room for storing during off-
season months.

STORE SMARTER

Instruction, operations and parts 
manual is handy wherever you go 
and need to know.

On-the-go know
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Specifications

Swing-Away Design™
ArmorTek-5 Deck™
SteerTek Precision Drive™ 
GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

 993cc, Air-Cooled

Cutting Widths 6100/61 ;̋  7200/72˝

Weight 6100/1230 lbs.; 7200/1310 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 48 /̋ 86˝

Chute Up/Down Width 6100/64 1/2 /̋74 ;̋ 7200/75 /̋84 1/2˝

 852cc, Air-Cooled FX

Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6100/61 ;̋  7200/72˝

Weight 5400/1180 lbs; 6100/1230 lbs.;  
 7200/1310 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 48 /̋ 86˝

Chute Up/Down Width 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74̋ ;  
 7200/75 /̋84 1/2˝

 824cc, Air-Cooled  EFI

Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6100/61˝

Weight 5400/1180 lbs.; 6100/1230 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 48 /̋ 86˝

Chute Up/Down Width 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74˝

FEATURES

Transmission 5400 Hydro-Gear® 16cc                     
 Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–5˝ with Deck Height                  
 Control System

Lift and Height Adjust  Foot-Assist Manual

Rear Tires/Front Tires 24x12-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel 13.8 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 13 mph

 

Swing-Away Design™
EZ-Ride System™
ArmorTek-5 Deck™
SteerTek Precision Drive™

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

 993cc, Air-Cooled  V-Twin

Cutting Widths 6100/61 ;̋  7200/72˝

Weight 6100/1230 lbs.; 7200/1310 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 52 /̋ 86˝

Chute Up/Down Width 6100/64 1/2 /̋74 ;̋ 7200/75 /̋84 1/2˝

 852cc, Air-Cooled  V-Twin

Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋ 6100/61 ;̋  7200/72˝

Weight 5400/1180 lbs.; 6100/1230 lbs.;  
 7200/1310 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 52 /̋ 86˝

Chute Up/Down Width 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74 ;̋  
 7200/75 /̋84 1/2˝

 824cc, Air-Cooled 90° V-Twin EFI

Cutting Widths 6100/61 ;̋  7200/72˝

Weight 6100/1230 lbs.; 7200/1310 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 52 /̋ 86˝

Chute Up/Down Width 6100/64 1/2 /̋74̋ ; 7200/75 /̋84 1/2˝

FEATURES

Transmission Hydro-Gear® 12cc Pump;   
 Parker® 15CI Wheel Motors

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–5˝ with Deck Height               
 Control System

Lift and Height Adjust  Foot-Assist Manual and                   
 Electric Actuator

Rear Tires/Front Tires 24x12-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth 

Fuel 13.8 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 12 mph

 

Swing-Away Design™
EZ-Ride System™
ArmorTek-5 Deck™
SteerTek Precision Drive™

Swing-Away Design™
EZ-Ride System™
ArmorTek-5 Deck™
SteerTek Precision Drive™

DIESEL ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

 1500cc, 1.5L 4 Cylinder

Cutting Widths 6100/61 ;̋  7200/72˝

Weight 6100/1895 lbs.; 7200/1935 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 52 /̋ 85˝

Chute Up/Down Width 6100/64 1/2 /̋74 ;̋ 7200/75 /̋84 1/2˝

FEATURES

Transmission Hydro-Gear® 16cc Pump;  
 Parker® 18ci Wheel Motors

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–5˝ with Deck Height                   
 Control System

Lift and Height Adjust  Instant Lift  
 Electric Actuator

Rear Tires/Front Tires 26x12-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel 18 Gallons, Diesel 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 12 mph

DIESEL ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  1100cc, 1.1L 3 Cylinder

Cutting Widths 6100/61˝

Weight 6100/1607 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 52 /̋ 79˝

Chute Up/Down Width 6100/64 1/2 /̋74˝

FEATURES

Transmission Hydro-Gear® 16cc Pump;  
  Parker® 18ci Wheel Motors

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–5˝ with Deck Height            
  Control System

Lift and Height Adjust Foot-Assist Manual and              
  Electric Actuator

Rear Tires/Front Tires 26x12-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth 

Fuel  18 Gallons, Diesel 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 12 mph

EXTREMEDIESEL XP
DIESEL
COMPACT
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Swing-Away Design™
ArmorTek-5 Deck™
SteerTek Precision Drive™ 

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  810cc, Air-Cooled

Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6100/61˝

Weight 5400/1180 lbs.; 6100/1230 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 48 /̋ 86˝

Chute Up/Down Width 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74˝

  747cc, Air-Cooled Confidant

Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6100/61˝

Weight 5400/1180 lbs.; 6100/1230 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 48 /̋ 86˝

Tire to Tire Width 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74˝

  726cc, Air-Cooled  FX

Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6100/61˝

Weight 5400/1180 lbs.; 6100/1230 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 48 /̋ 86˝

Chute Up/Down Width 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74˝

FEATURES

Transmission 4400 Hydro-Gear® 12cc     
  Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–5˝ with Deck Height         
  Control System

Lift and Height Adjust  Foot-Assist Manual

Rear Tires/Front Tires 24x12-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  13.8 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 11 mph

 

Swing-Away Design™
ArmorTek-5 Deck™
SteerTek Precision Drive™ 

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  810cc, Air-Cooled 

Cutting Widths 4200/42 ;̋  4800/48˝

Weight 4200/990 lbs.; 4800/1005 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 49 /̋75˝

Chute Up/Down Width 4200/49 /̋61 ;̋  4800/54 /̋61˝

  726cc, Air-Cooled FX

Cutting Widths 4200/42 ;̋  4800/48˝

Weight 4200/990 lbs; 4800/1005 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 49 /̋75˝

Chute Up/Down Width 4200/49 /̋61 ;̋  4800/54 /̋61˝

FEATURES

Transmission 3400 Hydro-Gear® 12cc        
  Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–5.5˝ with Deck Height      
  Control System

Lift and Height Adjust  Foot-Assist Manual

Rear Tires/Front Tires 24x12-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  11 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 10 mph

 

COMPACT
2007 Just five short years in and we’re growing 

faster than we can meet demand.

Quickly adding manufacturing 

capability, we installed multiple 

lasers and robotic welders. Our 

emphasis on manufacturing 

capabilities is equaled only by 

our emphasis on innovation and 

building better mowers.

For the Lawn & Garden show, we 

built a custom ‘Monster Garage’ 

edition dragster mower with the crew 

from the hit TV show. Built behind 

closed curtains at the event, the 

mower was unveiled to thousands of 

people. Firing it up 

for the first time, the roar of the 

flame-throwing engine not only got 

the crowd’s attention, but a little 

unwanted attention from the fire 

marshal, as well. Lesson learned!
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Swing-Away Design™
ArmorTek-5 Deck™
SteerTek Precision Drive™

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  726cc, Air-Cooled FX 730V

Cutting Widths 4800/48 ;̋  5400/54 ;̋ 6100/61˝

Weight 4800/862 lbs; 5400/871 lbs.;  
  6100/896 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 50 1/2 /̋66˝

Chute Up/Down Width 4800/54̋ /61 ;̋ 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋   
  6100/64 1/2 /̋74̋

FEATURES

Transmission 3400 Hydro-Gear®                                                   

  12cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1˝–4˝ Deck Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjust  Lever-Action Manual

Rear Tires/Front Tires 5400/6100/23x10.5-12 Turf     
  13x6.5-6 Smooth

  4800/23x8.5-12 Turf     
  13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  5.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 10 mph

Swing-Away Design™
ArmorTek-5 Deck™
SteerTek Precision Drive™
Compact Design

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  726cc, Air-Cooled FX 691V

Cutting Widths 3600/36˝

Weight 3600/780 lbs

Overall Height/Length 49 /̋62˝

Chute Up/Down Width 3600/39 /̋51˝

FEATURES

Transmission 3400 Hydro-Gear®                                                     

  12cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1˝–4˝ Deck Height  
  Control System

Lift and Height Adjust  Lever-Action Manual

Rear Tires/Front Tires 21x7-10 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  5.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 10 mph

EZ-Ride System™
SteerTek Precision Drive™

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  747cc, Air-Cooled  Confidant

Cutting Widths 4800/48 ;̋  5400/54 ;̋ 6000/60˝

Weight 4800/862 lbs; 5400/871 lbs.;  
  6000/925 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 49 /̋75˝

Chute Up/Down Width 4800/54̋ /61 ;̋ 5400/58 /̋67 ;̋  
  6000/64 /̋76˝

  726cc, Air-Cooled FS 730

Cutting Widths 4800/48 ;̋  5400/54 ;̋ 6000/60˝

Weight 4800/862 lbs; 5400/871 lbs.;  
  6000/925 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 49 /̋75˝

Chute Up/Down Width 4800/54̋ /61 ;̋ 5400/58 /̋67 ;̋  
  6000/64 /̋76˝

FEATURES

Transmission 3200 Hydro-Gear®  

  10cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–4˝ with Deck Height  
  Control System

Lift and Height Adjust Instant Lift Electronic Actuator

Rear Tires/Front Tires 23x10.5-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  6.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 9 mph

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  747cc, Air-Cooled Pro 7000

Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6000/60˝

Weight 5400/823 lbs.; 6000/838 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 47 /̋ 78˝

Chute Up/Down Width 5400/58 /̋67 ;̋ 6000/64 /̋74˝

  725cc, Air-Cooled Pro 7000

Cutting Widths 4800/48˝

Weight 4800/783 lbs

Overall Height/Length 47 /̋ 77˝

Chute Up/Down Width 4800/55 /̋62˝

  726cc, Air-Cooled  FR 730V

Cutting Widths 4800/48 ;̋  5400/54 ;̋ 6000/60˝

Weight 4800/788 lbs; 5400/823 lbs.;  
  6000/841 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 46 /̋ 74 1/2˝

Chute Up/Down Width 4800/55 /̋62 ;̋ 5400/58 /̋67 ;̋  
  6000/64 /̋74˝

FEATURES

Transmission 3100 Hydro-Gear®  

  10cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–4.5˝ with Deck Height  
  Control System

Lift and Height Adjust Instant Lift Electronic Actuator              
  Manual Lift Optional: Deck Dial

Rear Tires/Front Tires 4800/22x10-10 Turf 
  13x6.5-6 Smooth

  5400/6000/23x8.5-12 Turf     
  13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  6.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 7 mph

Specifications

COMPACT
STAND-ON

STAND-ON

ALL NEW
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GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  725cc, Air-Cooled PRO 7000

Cutting Widths 4800/48 ;̋  5400/54˝

Weight 4800/661 lbs.; 5400/686 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 42 /̋ 76˝

Chute Up/Down Width 4800/52 /̋62; 5400/58 /̋67˝

  726cc, Air-Cooled FR

Cutting Widths 4800/48 ;̋  5400/54˝

Weight 4800/671 lbs.; 5400/696 lbs.

Overall Height/Length 42 /̋ 76˝

Chute Up/Down Width 4800/52 /̋62; 5400/58 /̋67˝

FEATURES

Transmission EZT Integrated Unit

Deck Thickness 3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–4.5˝ Deck Height  
  Control System

Lift and Height Adjust Foot-Assist Manual Lift 
  Electric Lift Optional: Deck Dial

Rear Tires/Front Tires 18x9.5-8 Turf /11x6-5 Smooth

Fuel  5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 6 mph

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  725cc, Air-Cooled  PRO 7000

Cutting Widths 4200/42˝

Weight 4200/656 lbs

Overall Height/Length 42 /̋ 76˝

Chute Up/Down Width 4200/47 /̋56˝

  540cc, Air-Cooled

Cutting Widths 4200/42˝

Weight 4200/640 lbs

Overall Height/Length 42 /̋ 76˝

Chute Up/Down Width 4200/47 /̋56˝

FEATURES

Transmission EZT Integrated Unit

Deck Thickness 3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–4.5˝ with Deck Height  
  Control System

Lift and Height Adjust Foot-Assist Manual Lift 
  Electric Lift Optional: Deck Dial

Rear Tires/Front Tires 18x8.5-8 Turf /11x6-5 Smooth 

Fuel  5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 6 mph

WALK-BEHIND PUSH MOWERS

ALL NEW ALL NEWALL NEWALL NEW

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  603cc, Air-Cooled FS

Cutting Widths 3600/36˝

Weight 3600/562 lbs

Overall Height/Length 42 /̋77˝

Chute Up/Down Width 3600/41 /̋50˝

FEATURES

Transmission Hydro-Gear® 3100

Deck Thickness 3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–4.5˝ Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjust Manual Pin-Adjustable

Rear Tires/Front Tires 21x7-10 Turf /11x6-5 Smooth

Fuel  5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 7 mph

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  179cc, Air-Cooled FJ

Cutting Widths 2500/25 ;̋ 2100/21˝

Weight 2500/75 lbs; 2100/75 lbs

Overall Height/Length 2500/39 /̋67 ;̋ 2100/39 /̋62˝

Overall Width 2500/25 ;̋ 2100/21˝

FEATURES

Transmission Two-Speed

Deck Thickness 14 Gauge Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1˝–4.5˝ Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjust  Lever-Action Manual

Rear Tires/Front Tires 9˝ Non-Pneumatic

Fuel  0.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

GO ONLINE FOR MORE Specifications and information on 
our complete mower lineup. www.badboymowers.com

We also have 360° views of our mowers and all the features and benefits 
that make Bad Boy zero-turn mowers the best in the business.
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Bad Boy Mowers is proud to be the Official Mower of SeaWorld® and Busch 

Gardens,® helping to maintain and assist some of the perennially awarded 

“most beautiful park” properties across America. It’s a great honor and 

privilege in keeping their parks up to the highest standards and show off the 

quality of our mowers to millions of families across the country. From their 

world-class theme parks and thrill rides to their 

premier animal, conservation and environmental 

programs, they’re great places to introduce a 

thrill ride you can bring home to your very own 

backyard—a new Zero-Turn from Bad Boy Mower!

A mower owner since 2007, and our first 

celebrity endorser, Merle had been a friend 

from the start.  A legend as one of the last 

Outlaw singer/songwriters—and passionate 

about what makes America great—we’ve 

been honored by his steadfast support. We 

miss him, but listen for the influence he leaves 

behind. But mostly, we miss his friendship. 

Thanks Merle, it’s been a great ride.

MERLE HAGGARD (1937 – 2016)

we do our part for more beautiful parks

Merle at his ranch in California, 
with owner Phil Pulley and Marketing Director Lennie 
Foree in 2007, taking delivery of his first Bad Boy Mower. The 
entire Bad Boy Mower family was saddened by his passing in 2016. 
We’ll miss his legendary presence and his unwavering friendship.

Performing at our 
Dealer Meeting in 2012.
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2012  The ArmorTek5 deck was introduced, setting a 

new standard for cut quality and deck durability.

Just ten years old and we took our 

first look back. It still amazes us to 

see the growth of Bad Boy Mowers. 

But it’s even more amazing to see 

how far we’ve advanced the zero-turn 

mower industry with our patented 

innovations and improvements.

The ArmorTek5 deck raised the 

standards for cut quality from front 

to chute. Its variable front plate 

allows for different grass varieties. 

An improved baffling system for 

handling huge volumes of grass and 

ensuring more velocity for cleaner 

blade cut also disperses more evenly 

at discharge. It was a big step forward 

in decks, and it’s only on a Bad Boy.

We’ve picked up a great 
cause for a good friend
Camp Southern Ground is the passion 

project of artist Zac Brown. More than 

the typical camp, its mission is to provide 

extraordinary experiences for children to 

recognize and magnify the unique gifts within themselves and others in 

order to profoundly impact the world.

Nestled on over 400 acres in the farmlands 

of Georgia, the camp is inspired by his 

own experience as a 

camp counselor.  

We’re proud to 

provide mowers 

and support for 

Zac’s vision, and are 

honored to play a small 

role in maintaining an extra-

ordinary place for kids.
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Bad Boy is growing throughout the country—dealer by dealer and state by state. 

Our dealers are critical to our success in delivering you the very best value around.     

By supplying our dealer network directly, and working closely with them 

in support and service, you not only get the benefit of better pricing, 

you also get to know  some pretty terrific people along the way. We also 

take our show on the road—to trade shows, open houses and expos—or 

wherever we find an opportunity to expand  and introduce new folks to our 

mowers—and Bad Boy country.

We’ll see you in
  Bad Boy Country

Get a handle on
Bad boy country right on the web

A great place to find the latest information, specifications and even answers to 

questions from our very own Mr. Know-It-All, visit us on the web at 

www.badboymowers.com. We’ll show you everything you need to 

know about our mowers—and even point you in the 

direction of your nearest dealer.
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Just ask any of the hundreds of thousands that follow us online. We’re not surprised to find a huge number of owners, future owners and tire kickers seeking us out 

on the web. In fact, we’re trying to make it as easy as possible for you to know just about anything and everything there is about Bad Boy Mowers. So search Bad Boy 

Mowers on Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Instagram, and you’ll find yourself in good company looking over the latest information, videos and goings-on around here. 

And as much as we want you to see what’s up with us, we’d also like to see your Bad Boy Country! Take a pic and post it up with the hashtag #badboycountry—and 

who knows, you might find yourself with a little Bad Boy swag. After all, we believe if you like us online, you’re going to love us and our mowers even more on your turf.

We’re socially accessible

#badboycountry

SHOW US
YOUR take it

tag it
post it—
that’s it!

BAD BOY COUNTRY
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MOWING with an ATTITUDE

15 YEARS
~2002 — 2017~

www.badboymowers.com
102 Industrial Drive  •  Batesville, AR 72501  •  866-622-3269




